Relationship of psychotic symptom clusters in schizophrenia to neuroleptic treatment and growth hormone response to apomorphine.
The authors propose an alternative model for relating clinically rated psychotic symptoms to biological measures in schizophrenic patients. They suggest that clinical presentation in schizophrenic patients comprises at least four distinct psychotic symptom clusters and that at most one or two of the symptom clusters are closely associated with central dopamine (DA) activity as measured by growth hormone (GH) response to apomorphine. Factor and cluster analytic techniques both identified the same four psychotic symptom clusters, three of which were similar to the major subtypes of schizophrenia: paranoid delusions (paranoid type), thought disorder (disorganized type), and catatonia (catatonic type). The fourth psychotic symptom cluster was auditory hallucinations, a prominent clinical feature of schizophrenia. The authors compared clinical symptom cluster scores to apomorphine-induced GH response by creating a new data set containing the output of the factor analysis of each patient's symptoms and GH response, and performing regression modeling of the patient's symptom cluster scores on GH response. Patients with elevated thought disorder cluster scores also had elevated GH responses to apomorphine, suggesting an association between thought disorder and central DA receptor supersensitivity. A fixed-dose neuroleptic trial showed that thought disorder and auditory hallucinations respond rapidly to treatment with a DA receptor blocker (haloperidol), while no significant effect on other symptom cluster scores occurred during the initial 2 weeks of treatment. These data suggest that two of the identified symptom clusters, thought disorder and auditory hallucinations, may be preferentially associated with central DA hyperactivity.